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This is the seventeenth part of the serial article, continuation from June 2022 newsletter. 

LOGIC ALONE IS NOT ENOUGH 

While you are analysing, however, do not enter into dustarka, wrong logic. Do not 

try to establish that ätmä is jéva just by tarka, reasoning. Instead, you should follow 

çrutimatastarka. Çrutimatastarka means çrutimata-anuküla-tarka, a reasoning that 

helps you understand what the çruti says. Do not be trapped by dustarka, which is 

pure reason and so on. Pure reason does not help here because the self is not an 

object of inference. The self is always self-evident, self-revealing and therefore it is 

not the subject matter of pratyakña, perception or anumäna, inference. You must see 

the fallacies in wrong arguments. Seeing the fallacy is what is called mananam, for 

which you must follow proper reasoning. Otherwise you will get lost somewhere 

in the jungle of reason. 

That is the purpose of this nyäya, logic, and other related disciplines. Those days 

they did not have any other type of education for creating a capacity to reason 

properly. So they used to say that without the study of Nyäya and Vaiçeñika, 

Vedänta is  ‘anyäya-Vedänta.’ Anyäya means without logic, in other words, confu-

sion. But today it is not like that. When you go through school and study mathe-

matics, physics and so on, you develop an intellectual discipline. Once you have 

an intellectual discipline, it becomes very clear to you when anyone says some-

thing that is wrong. That intellectual discipline is gained by proper thinking. In 

fact, it is better not to study Nyäya because it has a philosophy of its own, which 

is a problem. Physics does not have its own philosophy nor does chemistry, yet 

they give you intellectual acumen. People get lost in Nyäya because of its philoso-

phy, they do not know what is right. They have some vision from the çruti, but it 

all gets lost in the jungle of these words and this reasoning. 

Then afterwards, you do not know where you started, and you think that 

Vaiçeñika says like this, Säìkhya says like this, Advaita says like this, and so on. 

Sädhana-païcakam  

Pujya Swamiji’s transcribed talk 
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There is no mumukñä, desire for mokña. Vedänta should be studied only by a mu-

mukñu, one who desires mokña. I used to wonder why the qualifications of a stu-

dent include this mumukñutvam.90 Now I know why. It means that one should not 

study Vedänta academically. Only one who sees a problem will see the solution 

when it comes. If he does not see the problem, then there is no way he is going to 

see the solution. Mumukñutvam must be there.  Therefore, this reasoning should be 

used for seeing the fallacies in the contentions against what Vedänta unfolds. That 

is çravaëam and mananam. 

OVERCOMING SAÀSKÄRAS 

It is very clear now and the person has no doubts whatsoever. This must be jïäna-

niñöhä. Still the niñöhä has a problem. It does not come because there is a thinking 

habit, a saàskära. The habit is dehe ätmabuddhiù, of taking the body to be I, the self. 

Everybody needs to have this, of course. It is necessary for transacting business in 

the world, and that is not a problem. The problem, however, is the notion, ‘I am as 

good as the body’, ätmani deha-buddhiù. This means that if anything happens to the 

body, you become obsessed with it. Taking care of the body is fine, but if you 

have the notion that you are as good as the body, then all the fear, hurt etc., do not 

go away. This is the result of a saàskära. A lot of change has taken place cogni-

tively, but there is still an emotional problem with its own background. You have 

to deal with that. If it is really a very serious problem, you have to resolve it 

through prayer and other means. But here we are talking about an average person 

who has some saàskäras. Ätmani deha-buddhiù is something common, something 

that has been there for a long time. Therefore one has to do nididhyäsanam, con-

templation, in order to eliminate the viparétabuddhi, this notion that I, the ätmä, am 

as good as the body-mind-sense complex. You take a word, such as aham, I, and 

see that aham is Brahman. See the meaning of the word. Contemplation on the im 

plied meaning, lakñya of all these words is called çabdaanuviddha 91 or dåçya-

__________________ 

90
 Desire for freedom, mae]ae me ÉUyadoe #it #CDa 

91 Contemplation in keeping with a word. 
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anuviddha savikalpa-samädhi.92 That is nididhyäsanam. 

AVOID WRONG LOGIC 

Dustarkät suviramyatäm; may you completely avoid all wrong logic. Tarka means 

anumäna, logic or reasoning. Dustarka is logic that has a semblance of reasoning. It 

is only tarka-äbhäsa, an appearance of logic. For example, a person adds cola to an 

alcoholic drink and consumes it. That combination gives him a kick. Then he adds 

the same cola to rum or whatever, and again gets tipsy. Next he adds cola to whis-

key and again gets intoxicated. Therefore, what is common in all of them? Cola. So 

his conclusion is that cola gives him the kick. This is dustarka. 

In another example regarding mokña, some use the expression, ‘There are many 

paths to the temple.’ So you can go right, you can go left, you can go by helicop-

ter, you can go by car etc. There are many ways to reach the temple. It looks very 

simple and very convincing also. People also want different things, so you can 

choose your own path. They compare paths also. ‘I follow this path, you follow 

that path,’ and so on. 

This is all silly, it is dustarka, tarka-äbhäsa. Because there is an example, reasoning is 

involved. Yet that reasoning is fallacious because I can give a counter example. 

One person says that mokña is achievable by many paths because it is a place to be 

reached, like the temple on the hill. This is clean logic. People talk like this. 

Whether they know the logic or not, they talk like this. But I say that mokña cannot 

be reached by many paths, like entry into the main shrine. There is only one door 

to enter into the shrine. Or, it is like knowing the colour of an object. How many 

ways do you have to know the colour of an object? Only one, so now that tarka is 

gone. If you are giving an example that uses fallacious logic, I can give you an-

other example and an entirely different logic. 

THE NATURE OF MOKÑA 

Therefore the first question we have to ask is, what is the svarüpa of mokña?   

__________________ 
92 Contemplation in keeping with an object. 
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Afterwards, we can think of the path. As the svarüpa of mokña is not understood, 

people create all kinds of silly logic.  What is mokña? What do you mean by mokña? 

If that is very clear, you do not have many paths at all. If confusion is bondage, 

then resolution of the confusion is mokña. And how are you going to get that ex-

cept by knowledge? If you say, ‘I can get knowledge differently’, that is also not 

possible, because no knowledge takes place without a means of knowledge. 

Therefore you require an appropriate means of knowledge. Any tarka will fall 

apart if it does not conform to what the çruti says. If what çruti says is true, then 

any tarka that leads you to conclude differently is not going to help. 

One person says that the cause of the world is inert because the effect is insen-

tient.93 And he gives the example of a pot being insentient, as its cause, clay is in-

ert. This is the logic of Säìkhya. So to counter this person, we also use the pot as 

an example. We say that a product requires an efficient cause precisely because it 

is an effect.94 This therefore implies a kartå, cetana-kartåtvam, conscious agent of ac-

tion. Pot is a product, implying a conscious agent. Now this person’s logic is fin-

ished. 

The tarka we present is in keeping with what the çruti says: so’ kämayata bahusyäm-

prajäyeyeti.95 It says satyam jïänam anantaà brahma, not satyaà jaòam anantam.96 The 

yukti, logic, is there, and at the same time çruti is also there. This is called çruti-

sammatayukti or çruti-anuküla-yukti, reasoning that is helpful in understanding 

what çruti says. 

ASSIMILATING THE WORDS OF ÇRUTI 

Therefore, çrutimatastarko’nusandhéyatäm; çrutimatas-tarka is called çruti-anuküla-

tarka. You should that kind of tarka alone. May you pursue a tarka that is helpful. 

Anything other than what the çruti says is not going to help you anyway. What 

__________________ 
93 jgTkar[<jf<àxan<kayRSy-AcetnTvat! "qvt! (Säìkhya school) 

94 ydoekay¡ tdoeskt&Rk<kayRTvat! "qvt! 

95 ‘He desired, ‘May I become many’ (Taittiréyopaniñad 2.6) 
96 Brahman is existence, consciousness, limitless, NOT existence, inert, limitless. 
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kind of mokña will you get from another tarka? That means you let all your reason-

ing help you assimilate what the çruti says. What is unfolded by the çruti here is to 

be understood by you without any doubt and therefore you must use reasoning. 

Reasoning is meant for assimilation, however, and not to prove anything. Çruti 

proves it, çruti unfolds it, but tarka is useful in eliminating all doubts. In this way, 

the tarka helps you assimilate the vision. This is what is called çrutimatastarka. This 

is mananam. 

Let us take the example above and assume that the jagat-käraëam, the cause of the 

world, is inert. If so, then it is other than yourself. You know the world, the prod-

uct is inert. Now if you go one step further, you conclude that the cause is also in-

ert. Even if you could logically arrive at that, which is not possible, what do you 

get out of it? You remain the same individual. If the cause of the world is inert, 

then my mind-body-sense complex, everything, is born of the inert. That is why 

there is this kind of thinking also. Jagat-käraëaà jaòam does not help you at all. 

But suppose you say that the cause of the world is brahma-caitanya, Brahman 

which is consciousness. And that Brahman is ekam, one, and advitéyam, without a 

second. Then, you are released. Nothing else will stand up to argument or scru-

tiny anyway. In the çruti, we have a very clean arrangement. First, ätmä is to be 

seen, in other words, understood. That is the first väkya; ätmä is to be understood 

by you. For that you require a pramäëa, which is why the verse says çrutiçiroväk-

yam samäkarëyatäm.97 Then, after using the pramäëa, you have to exactly under-

stand the tätparya, vision of the çruti. This means that analysis is involved in the 

çravaëam itself. Çravaëam includes not only what you get out of the çruti, but also 

analysis of the çruti-väkyas. Therefore väkyärthaçca vicäryatäm, çrutiçiraù pakñaù 

samäçréyatäm. That is the tätparya-niçcaya, a clear understanding of the intended 

meaning. 

With the help of the ñaòliìgas, the indicators involved in ascertaining the tätparya, 

__________________ 
97 Refer to Verse 2 
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you understand the meaning of the çruti. If that itself is enough for you, there is 

no problem. But generally, it is not enough.  In that case, you have to assimilate 

this knowledge. For that, you should do mananam. Thus, in the Brahma-sütras, the 

first chapter is called samanvayaadhyäya because it presents the samanvaya, the con-

nection. All the Vedänta väkyas talk about jagatkäraëaà brahma, and that Brahman 

is yourself. This is the tätparya of the çruti. 

With the various sütras, this whole chapter of the Brahma-sütra discusses how this 

is established. It discusses how all these topics are paraà-brahma, topic by topic. 

Each topic has a subject matter, a sentence that raises a doubt. Varieties of sen-

tences are there. Some of the sentences are called spañöabrahma- liìga-väkyas, mean-

ing they are very spañöa, clear. Liìga98 means they are indications that help you to 

appreciate that paraà-brahma is the only subject matter of the sentence. Then there 

are sentences which are aspañöa-brahma-liìga-väkyas, meaning they have liìgas 

which are not very clear. But no other meaning is possible and therefore Brahman 

is the only meaning for all of them. In this way, all the çruti-väkyas and even småti-

väkyas are analysed in the first chapter. This is why it is called samanvaya-adhyäya. 

Then the second chapter is called avirodha-adhyäya99 because what is said by the 

çruti is not contradicted by perception or inference. Here, we again see the people 

who are outside the Vedas, as well as those who accept the Vedas as pramäëa. Yet 

they arrive at something different because they give more importance to reason-

ing. These Vaiçeñikas, Säìkhyas, Bauddhas, Jains, Bhedäbheda-vädins, all of them 

are discussed. It is proved that they are wrong and what the çruti says alone is 

right. This is what they call avirodha-adhyäya. First çravaëam, next mananam. There-

after comes upäsana-phalam, the results of meditative practises and nididhyäsanam, 

contemplation and so on. So nididhyäsanam is also included here. The sentence 

dustarkät suviramyatäà çrutimatastarko’ nusandhéyatäm100 means that mananam is 

over.                                                                                                            To be continued... 

__________________                                                                                  
98 il'oeGyte Anen #it il¼m! 
99

 avirodha = non-contradiction. 
100 Refer to Verse 3 


